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                                                                      "IN" 

 
In June                toate se traduc "cu" -       in glee  

In 1968                                                           in wonder 

In Europe                                                        in pensil 

In California                                                   in delight 

In Brooklyn                                                    in twos - câte doi 

In Boston                                                        in a doze 

In bed                                                             in amezement 

In play                                                            in command 

In hospital                                                      in charge 

In good health                                                in fear 

In good taste - de bun gust                           in horror 

In a flash - cât ai clipi                                   in terror 

In answer - ca răspuns                                 in pain 

In half an hour                                               in grief 

We will return in ten minutes                        in anger 

He will be back in a little while                    in disma 

She went down in a heap                              in rage 

She looks in the window (out of the window) 

She was very red in the face - (la) 

I don't mind suffering in a good cause 

It was given to him in mistake - (din) 

I smiled in return - (ca) 

He was not in sight 

The thought of it made me hang my head in shame 

He cried out in astonishment 

The pie is cut in half - (pe) 

Snow falls in white flakes 

His hair is light in colour - (la) 

The letter was written in pencil 

The scarecrow's clothes were in rags 

There is no use in trying - să încercăm 

She dropped to the floor in a faint  - cu leşin                                                                   

We dress them in their bonnets 

There are four points in the Earth 

A fork has prongs in it 

How many feet and inches is he in height 

The apple is in two halves 

It's strongly made boat in  good repair 

They gaze in wonder 

They fled in fear 

He said in a whisper 

There is a knot in my shoelace 

It is five inches in length 

We eat lettuce in salads                                                                                                     1 
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In no time at all he was covered in flies 

He gives lessons in paintings 

In clearing the table she picked up the tablecloth.. 

In handy -  la îndemână  

In triumph - triumfal 

In one swift move - (cu) 

She showed no interest in the buck 

The soldiers are keeping in step with each other 

In the - in the winter time 

                        morning 

                        afternoon 

                        evening 

                        past 

                        future 

                       world 

                       park 

                       street, driveway 

                       car          

                       house 

                       room   

                       drawer 

                       box 

                       sky  

                       field 

                       meadow 

                       water 

                       third row 

                       seat 

                       book 

                       sun 

                       shade 

                       rain, snow 

                       cold , dry, wet 
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